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:j_cleanup 
 
Perform Cleanup Functions 
 
Description: 

This utility performs cleanup functions on the currently loaded drawing. 
 
 
Level: 
 1s 
 
Syntax: 
 :j_cleanup;=Function 
 
 
Global Variables: 
 None 
 
 
Arguments: 
 
 Function (string) 

The cleanup function to be performed. The cleanup functions available are as 
follows: 
 
Points This function removes unattached, unused points in the 

selected area. 
 
 ARRIS will prompt for a fence within which to remove the 

points. This function will remove unused points similar to a 
Pack Database (:pdb) without having to go through the entire 
pack database process. 

 
Duplicates This function removes duplicate entities (two of the same 

entity one on top of another) on the work layer. 
 
 ARRIS will prompt for a fence within which to remove the 

duplicates. This function is particularly useful to clean up 
unneeded duplication, such as several of the same entity 
copied on top of one another. Duplicate lines (lines with the 
same 2 end points) will be removed regardless of the 
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direction of the line (or which order the end points were 
entered). 

 
Line Segments This function combines lines by removing co-linear line 

segments and replacing them with a single line. 
 
 ARRIS will first prompt for the minimum line length. This is 

the maximum line length to be left alone in the database. Co-
linear lines shorter than the length specified will be combined 
into single lines. Co-linear lines longer than the length 
specified will be left alone. ARRIS will then prompt for a 
fence within which to edit the lines. 

 
Arcs This function deletes zero length, co-linear, and pre 

ARRIS 6.0 type 1 arcs in the database. 
 
 ARRIS will prompt for a fence within which to clean up the 

arcs. 
 
Zone Boundaries This function converts Zone boundary lines to be 

displayable. 
 
 ARRIS will prompt for a fence within which to clean up 

Zone boundaries. 
 
 

 
 
Example: 
 

:j_cleanup;='duplicates';=p1;=p2 
   

In this example all duplicate entities found within the fence designated by points 
p1 and p2 will be deleted. 

 
 
Notes: 
  

1. This utility calls several other utility programs to perform the various functions as 
follows: 

 
Points  :j_rmpts 
Duplicates  :j_rmdups 
Line Segments :j_rmlines 
Arcs   :j_arcscan 
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Zone Boundaries :j_zonebnd 
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